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FRANCHISEE DISCLAIMER: This confidential and proprietary Playbook is provided 

for informational purposes only, does not constitute legal or other professional 

advice and is an optional resource for Franchisees.  This Playbook is prepared for 

the benefit of Hilton operated and managed hotels. Hilton makes no 

representation or warranty as to its accuracy or fitness for a particular purpose.   

Franchisees should consult with their own advisors before using this Playbook and 

may need to make modifications to reflect hotel specific circumstances, changes 

in environment and/or legal requirements. “Team Members” refers to employees of 

the Franchisee owner or management company, which is responsible for all hotel 

decisions, including, but not limited to, employment and pricing decisions. By 

providing this Playbook, Hilton does not intend to exercise any direction, oversight, 

or control over Franchisee policies or procedures. 
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Did you know?
Hilton Honors Members earn Points on WorkSpaces by Hilton reservations. 

Ask any non-Member guest to enroll so they can enjoy the many benefits the 

program offers.

INTRODUCTION
As the ways of working have shifted, our hotels are uniquely poised to offer a new amenity to 

customers looking to work remotely. Coined WorkSpaces by Hilton, and backed by the 

power of Hilton CleanStayTM, both businesses and individuals seeking a safe and convenient 

remote office space can now take advantage of Hilton’s hospitality and service by booking a 

guestroom or suite for the day.

A Remote Office with WorkSpaces by Hilton includes:

• Quiet, socially distanced guestroom and/or suite with private bathroom.

• Peace of mind backed by the power of CleanStayTM.

• Convenient food & beverage options (as available).

• A comfortable desk and chair as well as a modern and well-lit workspace.

• Complimentary Wi-Fi.

• Points earned by Hilton Honors Members on WorkSpaces by Hilton reservations.

To assist you in launching this offer at your property, this Playbook has been assembled to 

help you operationalize this concept and bring opportunities for additional revenues to your 

property. 

WorkSpacesByHilton.com 
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PARTICIPATION
Participation in the program is currently optional and available to all operated, managed 

and franchised properties in the U.S. and UK.  If a property chooses to participate, then, at a 

minimum, participating properties must  ensure that their WorkSpaces by Hilton offer 

includes; 

• A day-use guestroom offered across a minimum five-hour period with a comfortable 

chair, desk and well-lit workspace.

• Complimentary Wi-Fi.

• Ability to earn Hilton Honors Member points on WorkSpaces by Hilton reservations. 

• CleanStayTM guest experience 

Properties may (and are encouraged) to offer additional amenities such as food & beverage 

options and access to other available hotel amenities.  More details can be found within the 

Best Practices section of the playbook. 
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RECOMMENDED CONSIDERATIONS FOR PARTICIPATION
In preparing to participate in the program, properties should give thought to the following 

best practices and considerations: 

❑ Review applicable laws, rules, regulations and permits required to participate (including 

operational, premises and liquor licenses, if applicable, and any permits required for 

day-use of rooms and any other contemplated activities). Consider whether local laws, 

rules or regulations require guests to register or present ID in connection with day use 

of guestrooms.  

❑ Understand the effect of this program under the hotel’s insurance policies or local 

innkeeper laws.  

❑ Consider any obligations under applicable Collective Bargaining Agreements.

❑ Determine whether it is necessary and/or beneficial to designate a separate and 

secure Wi-Fi option for WorkSpaces by Hilton guests.

❑ Assess and determine the location of rooms available for this program in relating to 

other guestrooms, and consider whether additional hallway security/safety monitors 

are needed.

❑ Review your hotel specific safety & security plans, including the handling of suspicious 

activities. 
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PROGRAM MANAGEMENT & BEST PRACTICES

Availability and the time length of the offering are at the discretion of the property 

and each property, needs to ensure WorkSpaces by Hilton room occupancy can be 

accommodated with the property’s anticipated demand and staffing to be able to 

turn around vacated day-use occupied rooms.

With a target audience of working professionals, consideration should be given to 

align the offering to the typical workday; e.g., 7 a.m.–3 p.m., 9 a.m.–5 p.m.. 

Properties will be able to customize what is included in the offering and should 

consider what amenities would attract guests to their properties, and add these 

details to the SRP Descriptions within OnQ Rate & Inventory (OnQ R&I).

Rooms should not be altered for this offer. Furniture and amenities should be left in 

room. Current procedures on charging for incidentals should remain the same.

It is important that all participating hotels have a process in place to ensure they 

are coding the room key to expire on the correct day and time of departure, or they 

need to have a manual process in place to verify the room is vacant at the 

appointed time of check-out and cancel the guest key at the appropriate time.

The WorkSpaces by Hilton – Day Use SRP should be set up as “Pending” within the 

Digital Settings. This will ensure the guest checks in at the front desk, allowing the 

GSA to obtain their Estimated Departure Time and to post their room charge. Once 

the check-in is completed, the GSA may “push” a digital key to the guest, provided 

they are a Hilton Honors Member.

Reservations will need to be taken directly through the property using a specified 

SRP. Instructions on how to activate this SRP are listed on the next page.

Amenity 

suggestions 

include: 

• In-room coffee/tea

• Premium Wi-Fi

• Daily parking

• Business center access, printing and photocopying

• Specialty in-room dining menu or F&B offering

• Access to hotel facilities, including the gym and spa 
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Hilton Workspaces – Day Use SRP

SRP CODE
HCRS PCRS

Workspaces – Day Use DU L-1DY

RATE SETTINGS

HCRS: Current pricing remains in place.

PCRS: Set up at 35% off BAR. (*Suggested %, see ACTION below)

*ACTION*: All hotels should validate pricing to ensure it is appropriate for their hotels.            

To determine pricing, hotels should factor in cost per occupied room + any included 

amenities + profit margin to provide the optimal discount for guests. Hotels should also take 

into consideration nightly occupancy and the likelihood that the room can be resold based 

on hours used by Day Use.

INVENTORY SETTINGS

HCRS: Authorized inventory will not be updated centrally and should be reviewed locally.

PCRS: SRP is built with 0 inventory.

*ACTION*: Hotels should review inventory controls and add inventory as needed to make 

this offer available. 

RATE LEVEL

LV2 for PCRS hotels

ACTION*: All hotels should validate pricing to ensure it is appropriate for their hotel. To 

determine pricing, hotels should factor in cost per occupied room + any included amenities + 

profit margin to provide the optimal discount for guests. Hotels should also take into 

consideration nightly occupancy and the likelihood that the room can be resold based on 

hours used by Day Use. 

CANCELLATION POLICY
Cancellable until 12 p.m. on Day of Arrival. Currently established under the SRP for PCRS 

hotels. HCRS hotels should re-evaluate their current cancellation policy setting and update.

ACTIVE DATES 9/25/2020 to END

MAXIMUM LENGTH OF 

STAY SETTINGS

HCRS: 0

PCRS: 1

COMMISSIONABLE Yes

GDS ENABLED No

SETTING UP THE SRP

8
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Important note:
Revenue Management teams should be advised to go into OnQ R&I and add the hours that their 

hotels will be offering within the SRP both on the GDS Description and the SRP Description.

TERMS & CONDITIONS

Rate is subject to rate details herein and the selected hotel’s booking terms and conditions. 

Rate is subject to availability at participating hotels & resorts within the Hilton Portfolio 

throughout the Americas and UK.  Rate provides use of a guestroom for a set number of hours, 

determined at the local hotel level and complimentary Wi-Fi. To convert this reservation to an 

overnight stay, a new reservation must be created. WorkSpaces by Hilton reservations cannot be 

extended to an overnight stay. Guests are not permitted to utilize the guestroom overnight or host 

meetings in the guestroom/suite for unregistered guests. Any discount earned is non-transferable 

and must be consumed during same stay in which it was earned. Participating hotels may suspend 

participation at any time without additional notice. Unless otherwise noted, displayed rates are 

valid for single occupancy and are exclusive of all taxes, incidental charges, and gratuities. Blackout 

dates or cancellation restrictions may apply and vary by hotel. This offer may not be combined with 

other select promotions, offer or discounts and is not valid for existing reservations or groups. To 

book by phone within the U.S. or UK, please contact the hotel directly and request the 

“WorkSpaces by Hilton” rate. Hotel contact information can be found at WorkSpacesByHilton.com. 

This offer may not be combined with other select promotions, offers or discounts and is not valid 

for groups.
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Important note:
Revenue Management teams should be advised to go into OnQ R&I and add the hours that their 

hotels will be offering within the SRP both on the GDS Description and the SRP Description.

RESERVATION PROCESS & GUEST CHECK-IN |

HCRS & PCRS HOTELS
Confirming a reservation in OnQ PM: 

• To book at HCRS hotels, enter the arrival date only (no departure date) and search for 

availability:

o For the step-by-step process: Confirm a WorkSpaces by Hilton – Day Use Room for 

HCRS hotels: 

https://lobby.hilton.com/departments/frontoffice/Documents/Library/LIB/Resv-

SOE/LIB_rsoe_ConfirmWorkspaceDayUse-HCRS.pdf

• To book at PCRS hotels, search for SRP code L-1DY, enter the  arrival/departure for a one-

night stay:

o For the step-by-step process to confirm a Workspaces – Day Use Room for PCRS 

hotels: https://lobby.hilton.com/departments/frontoffice/Documents/Library/LIB/Resv-

SOE/LIB_rsoe_ConfirmWorkspaceDayUse-PCRS.pdf

MULTI-DAY BOOKINGS

• For guests wishing to book multiple WorkSpaces by Hilton day use stays, separate 

reservations for each day use stay should be made.

• Guest will need to remove all personal belongings each day from the guest room occupied 

as a day use may be resold that evening to an overnight guest.

• Please advise the guest that you will try your best to keep the same room; however, you 

cannot guarantee that room will be the same if it is occupied by an overnight guest.

• The hotel may opt to store any guest items overnight based upon the guest request and 

current hotel protocol for luggage storage.

• If occupancy permits the hotel to place the guest in the same room, please use your hotel 

room block to protect the room from being sold to an overnight guest and ensure you 

have the subsequent reservation(s) pre-assigned to that room number. Please also add 

any comments or applicable traces to the reservations to ensure a positive return 

experience. 

https://lobby.hilton.com/departments/frontoffice/Documents/Library/LIB/Resv-SOE/LIB_rsoe_ConfirmWorkspaceDayUse-HCRS.pdf
https://lobby.hilton.com/departments/frontoffice/Documents/Library/LIB/Resv-SOE/LIB_rsoe_ConfirmWorkspaceDayUse-PCRS.pdf
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HCRS HOTELS

HCRS hotels: Because the DU SRP already exists, we are unable to perform steps for you. 

Therefore we strongly recommend that someone from your hotel completes the following 

tasks: 

• Open a Group Master: 

https://lobby.hilton.com/departments/frontoffice/Documents/Library/LIB/SRPs-Grp-

Mgmt/LIB_srpgm_OpenGrpMasterAnySRP-OnQPM.pdf

Within the Group Master, the following information should be included: 

o Member Details screen / Comments text: Verify # of nights is 0. See group notes for 

charge details.

o Master Details screen / Group Notes text: After check-in is complete: Verify # of 

nights is 0. Post charge to “Day Use” charge code, using the charge type of 

“Miscellaneous”. Add estimated departure time to the reservation using "Guest 

menu > Estimated Departure time." Includes free Wi-Fi.

• Create a Rate Plan Message:

https://lobby.hilton.com/departments/frontoffice/Documents/Library/LIB/SRPs-Grp-

Mgmt/LIB_srpgm_CreateRtPlanMsg-Workspace.pdf

• Resort Fees/Service Charges are to be waived. Any hotel who has added their Fees to the 

Service Charges section of the SRP should remove it.

• Rate Plan Message text: 

After check-in is complete, be sure to: 

1. Review the Group Notes.

2. Verify Arrival/Depart dates are the same and # nights is 0.

3. Post the charge using the "Day Use" posting code and the charge type "Rooms."

4. Add the guest's departure time: Guest Menu > Estimated Departure Time.
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RESERVATION PROCESS & GUEST CHECK-IN |

PCRS HOTELS

PCRS hotels: The following tasks are being completed for you:

• Building a new SRP Code: L-1DY.

• Opening an SRP Group Master with: 

o Details that will automatically display in the Comments section of the reservations

o Detailed Group Notes providing steps to manage the WorkSpaces by Hilton - Day Use 

bookings at the time of check-in.

o A new Special Request Code will be attached to the Group Master and will automatically 

be added to reservations (code: WORK; description: WORKSPACES).

• Creating a new Rate Plan Message to remind GSAs of required tasks. This will also assist 

your housekeeping team in knowing which rooms are WorkSpaces by Hilton - Day Use 

rooms when reviewing their Attendant Assignment Sheets.

• Step-by-step instructions to change the reservation to a zero-night Day Use only stay at 

check-in are outlined in the following hotel process document: Check in a reservation for a 

WorkSpaces by HIlton – Day Use room: 

https://lobby.hilton.com/departments/frontoffice/Documents/Library/LIB/Resv-

SOE/LIB_rsoe_ChkInWorkspaceDURm-PCRS.pdf

Important note:
Note that sold counts at PCRS hotels will be inflated when a L-1DY is booked, until the time 

of check-in. You will need to account for this, especially if you have any high demand dates 

when you may still want to offer WorkSpaces by Hilton rooms.

RESERVATION PROCESS & GUEST CHECK-IN |

OPERA HOTELS
For hotels that use the Opera PMS, WorkSpaces – Day Use reservations will reflect as 0 

nights, but it will be necessary to:

1. Note in the comments that the room is Day Use.

2. Inform Housekeeping that the room is being used for Day Use only.

3. Enter the guest’s Estimated Time of Departure (ETD) and change the room status to 

“Dirty.”

4. Ensure that the time for which the key is valid to is adjusted to match the guest’s ETD.
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MARKETING ASSETS

Within marKIT, you can source a variety of marketing assets to support this program, both for 

your B2B customers as well as ones to share directly with consumers (B2C). 

For B2B support, there are sales flyers on marKIT (static and dynamic) to allow for hotel 

customization. Additionally, you will receive an HWS training deck, social media copy and 

templates, an FTK (first to know) email and an email signature. 

To support hotel marketing directly to consumers (B2C), there are static and dynamic flyers on 

marKIT, as well as social media copy, templates and program copy points. The program is 

supported online via a dedicated landing page at WorkSpacesByHilton.com.

To download and customize your WorkSpaces by Hilton collateral, follow this path: the Lobby >

myApplications > marKIT > Marketing Toolkit > B2B Marketing > WorkSpaces by Hilton.

For WorkSpaces by Hilton social media guidance and assets, follow this path: the Lobby >

myApplications > Social Hub.
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For business process questions, follow this path: the Lobby > Departments 

> Front Office > Corporate Support > Front Office Support. 

For additional PR messaging and FAQs, visit The Comms Shop.

For system support questions, contact Hilton Technology Support Central

via the icon on your desktop or the Lobby.

RESOURCES
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